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Cultural sustainability as transformation
• Care of the transformative power of the global, interactive, 

interconnected, and changing process of culture and nature,
• including both tangible and intangible elements of the world,

• and care of everyone’s possibilities to have an impact on this process 
without harming others

• Nature as  an interactive process of semiosis including anthroposemiosis including four 
dimensions of sustainability (Siivonen 2008a; 2017; 2018; cf. Dessein et al. 2015):
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Cultural power

• Cultural change, and also resistance to change, is produced in 
cultural traditions in everyday life 

• In all, it is impossible to stop the changing stream of everyday 
culture (cf. Hannertz 1992)

• Everyday culture and traditions (Bringéus 1976) has thus an 
implicit transformative power

• Intangible and tangible cultural heritage could serve as explicit 
transformative power and promote positive change 
(sustainability) in the society (Siivonen 2008a; 2008b; 2017)
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The changing future of heritage 
• Globalization change the environment of heritage processes

• Global interconnectedness and tensions between actors and activities; 
new radical technology; ecological crisis (Kiiski Kataja 2016)

• The role of intangible cultural heritage (vs. tangible cultural heritage) 
become stronger than ever

• Intangible cultural heritage is living actions, skills and thoughts of human 
beings

• It is not possible to separate intangible cultural heritage and human beings
• It is not possible to keep intangible cultural heritage unchanged
• Work with intangible heritage requires co-work with all involved
• The strengthening position of intangible heritage will change dramatically 

different heritage processes in the society and in museums
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Heritage processes and museums
• Currently, there are examples of curating futures processes where 

museums helps communities to change their everyday culture with help of 
cultural heritage in order to adapt in e.g. climate change (see e.g. Newell 
2017; Robin et al. 2017)

• There are also examples of participatory futures processes which aim to 
promote cultural change towards ecological sustainability (e.g. Tuittila
2017)
• In this case a new kind of food culture is promoted in a series of futures workshops in order to 

reduce the heavy negative impact of Nitrogen fertilizers in climate change, water systems and soil. 
Increased production and consumption of crops producing Nitrogen in soil could be a solution and 
could be reached through revised food culture in kitchens and fields.

• Our questions are:
• What are the possibilities of museums to co-create alternative futures with museum visitors?
• What kind of co-creation processes in museums can be defined as sustainable?
• What kind of impacts does these processes have to society, museums, and cultural heritage?
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Research material

• We have produced material on alternative futures images of 
participatory curating processes in museums by utilizing futures 
workshops as methods

• We have organized these workshops together with partners from 
different museums, and in scientific conferences during years 2016-
2017

• The main questions in these workshops has been: how will cultural 
heritage work in museums change in the current globalization 
process? What kind of impact will these changes have to society and 
museums?
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Preliminary analysis

• We have in our material examples of imagination of different, 
alternative everyday practices, connected to global changes

• Cultural changes promoted by imagined activities in museums 
are partly connected to current targets of cultural policy:
• Strengthening of social wellbeing, local identities, economic 

value of cultural heritage, and also ecological sustainability
• Also, culture as heterogeneous and contradictory phenomena 

is visible in imagined results of participatory activities in 
museums
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What seems to be relevant in
heritage futures?

• We will crystallize our results by defining the characteristics of the combination of 
cultural heritage and futures processes into the concept of heritage futures

• Heritage futures are results of co-creation by museum visitors in order to search 
alternative everyday futures e.g. as solutions to current global problems

• Heritage futures are connected to current global problems with all their tensions

• There is a need to find ways to handle tensions in heritage futures
• Relationships between individuals and society/culture/communities: who’s voices are 

present in heritage processes?
• Support to people in order to find ways to ecological solutions in everyday life, social inclusion, 

supporting identities, empowerment in societal activities

• Need to respect privacy of people, right to stand outside of cultural heritage; political and economic use 
of heritage; people as objects or subjects in heritage processes

• Need to understand and remember e.g. violence and polarization of societies; Hate speech archive?

• In current global changes museums cannot avoid work with heritage futures
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